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Move In Day Arrives

Though many times I wondered if it would ever happen, at the end of this November, 

2018, we made the leap from living in a rental property to living in the renovation property. It's

been 23 months, one month shy of two years. Compared to my first contractors estimate of 7 

weeks, I'd say you should never underestimate the ability of the human mind to 

underestimate. I think it's one of those things you just have to get used to in custom work – 

because that's what renovation is, custom. Nothing is duplicated. Nothing is square. And 

nothing is what you expect. This home was hand made close to 130 years ago by people 

who knew life in a way we'll never know it. And that's what makes it worth the extra time. You 

are the guardian, for a time, of someone else's home, memories, and existence. It's a piece 

of history, and a home that has and will in the future house families who share hardships and 

happiness just as we do. Others who come after us will regard us just as we regard those 

who came before us. That's what's in an old house, the lives of people past, present, and 

future. And that's what makes working to bring an old home back to life so special and 

worthwhile for me.

Thanks to Pat Mooring who found us 3 absolutely

enormous guys to move the furniture, and Nancy Winslow

who provided lunch and made sure we had sheets on the

beds so that our first night would be comfortable, the

move proceeded without a hitch... other than the trailer

hitch. Though the house is still not complete, we were

awarded our certificate of occupancy from the county

inspector, and that was our green light to move. We have

working bathrooms, working kitchen, working heat, water

and electricity, TV, internet, and cozy beds. And thank

goodness for that, as only a few days later we had our first snowfall of the year. I woke up 

about 5 am that morning. My dad was already up. We had coffee together and watched the 

reindeer across the street in Mike and Irene Johnson's Christmas arrangement as they 

twinkled with white mini lights.  

Move In Wows and Woes
I've heard say that if everything goes perfect with your move,

there's got to be something wrong. And with as many different workers

as we've had on the job, I didn't know what to expect. I knew there

would be some growing pains, I just didn't know when and where they

would be. We made big strides with the final installation of gas, just

being complete a few days before my brother, Greg, and his wife,

Marley, arrived to celebrate Thanksgiving with us. They were to sleep in

the renovated house, and so gas was very important as the weather

was dipping below freezing. Gas meant that not only would the stove

and dryer work, but more importantly, the furnace and hot water heater

would work too. However, as good as that may seem, the washing

machine “walked” across the laundry room until it unplugged itself, the

old part of the sewer line was clogged with roots, some of the doors still didn't have knobs, 

and the carpet wasn't yet laid in the bedroom. But not to worry as these were all only 

temporary set backs. I got a card a long time ago when I moved that said, “I hope you find 

much love and happiness in your new home, because you aren't going to find anything else 

for a while!”

The Kitchen
I'm very happy with the kitchen, although I had my doubts at numerous times during 

the process. I tiled the backsplash with rough travertine squares on the diagonal, a very 

simple design with a big impact. Around the kitchen window,

I did some detail work with a beaded tile for accent and 

finished off the semi-

circular window above

it with inset tiles. I

introduced some

greenery and hung

some of my artwork

above the stove and

crown molding to add

a touch of bright color.

The light above the

 sink is made with

faceted crystals and

the one above the

island is two large

brass hemispheres. The kitchen has a very comfortable

and warm feeling in spite of being mostly black and

white. The black is softened with the brown antique

island, and the white is softened with the antique white

cabinets and stove. The tan travertine floor ties it together. 

The Master Bedroom
Although not historic, wall to wall carpet has made a nice addition to this room. The

floor was completely rotten with termite damage and had to be removed. So we could not

salvage the original wood floors in this room which were replaced with plywood and our best

choice on top of that was carpet. It will also help insulate the floor. 

One  of  the  things  that  people  notice  the  most  about  the  master  bedroom  is  the

beautiful ceiling done by Clip and Joe Thomas. It's made of yellow pine bead board, and was

hung very professionally far surpassing my skills. My intent was to finish it with shellac, a

semi-organic protective coating.

However, as moving day came

closer  and  closer,  and  there

always  seemed  to  be  more

important  things  to  do,  I

considered  leaving  it  natural

and hoping that no one opened

a bottle of sparkling red wine in

its vicinity. I knew if I didn't get it

done  before  the  furniture  was

moved  it,  it  would  never  get

done. And so, I focused on that

and  gave  it  two  coats  which

fortunately dried quickly. It was

indeed a smart move. Not only

is the wood now protected from

stains,  it  has  a  beautiful

polished  finish  that  makes  it

even  more  attractive  than

before. 

The Master Bath and Closet
Additional touches on the master bath really helped to make it cozy. I installed a clear

sliding glass door and custom shelving in the closet. The mirror over the two pedestal sinks is

7 feet long with 5 mosaic lights coming from the top center of the mirror.  I  am currently

polishing the old brass pulls on the antique buffet used as a lavatory, transforming them from

dull  black  to  their  original  brassy

luster,  a  trick  I  learned  from friend

Tom Gilson who used this method on

the old door hardware. 

The “custom cabinetry” I used

in the master closet is actually two

half height book shelves I purchased

at the Venue in Greenville, a

“darling” shop with antiques and cute

novelty items. I had planned to stack

the shelves, but didn't like the look of

the 2nd base on top of the crown

molding of the first one. So, I turned

the bottom one upside down. I

added some fabric baskets for

storage, and voila, perfect. 

The Guest Bedroom  or  My Room… …
My biggest accomplishment here is the crown molding. Believe it or not, I did it myself.

It seems it has gotten to the point where I am happier doing certain things myself rather than

trying to find someone to do it. And that's OK. People just aren't really learning these trades in

this area, a trend I fear is happening all over in rural America. The jobs are in the big cities

like Raleigh and Durham, and even Greenville. Jim Goodrich is the only one in town I know

that can do this kind of work. He did the kitchen crown molding, but he's retiring after at least

40 years on the job – not all on my crown molding! Now I'll have these skills for the rest of my

life. I'll know how to do it no matter where I go. And I can still count on Jim for some things I

haven't (yet) learned. 

The walls are finished and painted a celery color, double insulated with an air pocket

next to the old exterior wood planking to insure the wood has circulation behind it to keep it

dried out. The original ceiling was built with simple wooden planks, as this would have been

the original  family dining room attached to the kitchen. They didn't  go to the expense of

plastering it. I had 10 inches of insulation blown in and wanted to make absolutely sure none

of that worked its way down between the planks. So, I caulked and sealed between each old

plank in the ceiling and painted it with two coats of sky blue oil paint. I love the smooth, self

leveling texture of oil  paint and I think it gives it a more historic look. Then I trimmed the

ceiling in white crown molding which appears straight, but isn't straight at all. The ceiling was

strongly bowed and the crown molding had to follow that bow. The usual tactic is to “scribe”

the molding, or cut it off along the top to make it fit. The curve was too bad though. So I cut

the crown at very short intervals, sometimes only an inch apart, to follow the curve. I sliced it

at a 45 degree angle and painted the ends between each section

white so that when the wood expands and contracts, hopefully it

will show only the white ends and will be completely unnoticeable.

In order to make the windows more air tight, I removed the

sashes  from  the  jambs  and  scraped  out  all  the  old  glazing.  I

removed each piece of glass and scraped and cleaned them.  After

scraping the old paint out, I bedded the glass back into the sashes

using pure silicone, which they say does not deteriorate or crack.

Then I  re-glazed  the  outside  of  each pane  with  glazing  putty.  I

repainted the sashes and remounted them correctly,  using brass

window weather stripping that is nailed in place. I do not intend on

opening these double hung windows, and so removed the weights

from the side channels and filled them with rigid insulation to keep

the interior heat from escaping. I  kept the old, wavy glass, even

thought a couple of them had been hit by a b-b gun pellet. I simply

filled  that  with  silicone because I  know later  on we'll  add storm

windows for additional insulation. 

From this …                                                                 to this...

All of these beautiful window locks were given to me by Jim and Linda Goodrich. 

After many years, this window has a

working window lock, and the lock is

from a house of similar age and locality.

Guest Bathroom
The lavatory, formerly a buffet which 

was being used as a work table with a 4x8 

sheet of plywood on top, is now officially 

installed in the bathroom with its own sink 

and faucet. I chose a vessel sink of glass 

with a waterfall type spout and enamel 

flowers painted on the outside of the bowl. 

It's very entertaining to wash your hands in 

this sink. 

His Office
My dad's office is the first room

where I have faux painted the wood floor to

look like wood, or a more expensive type of

wood.  The old  floors in  this  house are all

wood and have been painted. I believe the

wood is of a lesser quality type of wood and

would not look quite as good refinished with

just a stain. These floors were all painted, and likely for a reason. And therefore, I am going to

paint them back rather than sand them down. Besides, sanding takes away the old worn look

of many years of use, and I don't want them to look brand new.  

But  these  floors  were  not  painted  in  their  entirety.

Most  of  them were  only  painted  around  the  edges.  The

interior  portion  was  left  unpainted  because  they  were

covered with a rug or a surface such as linoleum in the form

of a “linoleum rug”. Yes, linoleum was used in the 1880's

and was in fact quite fashionable. It was invented in England

in 1864 and is today still made from the original recipe which

calls for linseed oil and powdered cork, the word linoleum

being derived from its ingredients: lin for linseed and oleum

for oil. Linoleum rugs were made in standard rug sizes and

laid  in  the  center  of  a  room.  There

was  no  need  to  do  anything  to  the

flooring  beneath  it,  as  the  linoleum

would  be  attached  to  the  floor  with

adhesive  and  not  move  for  many

years.  

In my father's office, I deglossed

the painted floor, then applied a coat

of  redwood color  oil  paint.  Before it

was completely dry, I  laid down a thin

coat  of  a  dark  red mahogany wood

stain.  If  you let  the oil  paint  absorb

the  stain,  the  oil  paint  will  crinkle,

making it look like tree bark, which I

thought  was  fascinating.  Some  I

wiped  off  quickly  leaving  a  smooth

surface. Once the oil and stain were

dry, I gave it a coat of polyurethane. 

I did the door in a similar manner

using a yellow solid paint under the 

stain. The beadboard is spray painted

in a navy blue. Tom Gilson installed 

the reproduction door knob, and 

worked on many of the old door 

handles to bring out their original beauty and to be able to use them again.

Holiday Wreath and Wish
I  heard  a  song  by  an  amazing  woman who

said that life wasn't always the way she wanted it, but

no matter what, she would try to make the best of it.

That  is  my  holiday  wish  for  all  of  you,  that  you

appreciate all of those around you this year and no

matter what, make the best of what life gives you. If

you  have  been  loved,  you  are  indeed  one  of  the

lucky  ones.  Please  join  me  in  thanking  our  Lord

Jesus for his love this Christmas season. Through all

of our hardships, he is there for us, and because of

that, we can rejoice.

In Jesus' name, Amen. 
Merry Christmas 

and Happy New Year 2019
Lisa Hering  *  December 12, 2018

Greg, Lee, and Kathy Hering at Thanksgiving, and many thanks

to Tom Gilson for cooking Thanksgiving Day Dinner

Example of Linoleum Rug
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